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Image analysis in preclinical Alzheimer’s disease (AD)
 

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) begins years prior to onset of symptoms 

Goal: Characterize early imaging-clinical-genetic phenotypes of AD 
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Motivation
 

In an asymptomatic preclinical AD cohort . . . 

better understand the relationship/associations between 

PET-Derived AD Pathology and DTI derived structural connectivity 

Modality 1: PET-derived pathology load
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f : PIB load → tracts

Associations between structural connectivity (FA) and PIB load in
ROIs
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Statistical analysis on connectivity matrix involves O(n2) terms; n ≈ 160

Even when a real disease-specific signal exists, multiple comparisons
correction with ∼ 1602

2 terms is problematic

Local or global? 

Brain atlas and connectivity matrix: VBA (edge-wise) analysis 
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Local or global?
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Global graph summaries

Calculate summaries for the graph/network: modularity, girth,
diameter, small-worldness . . .
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Analysis questions 
Challenges 

Statistical analysis on connectivity matrix involves O(n2) terms 

Sample sizes are small in Neuroimaging studies: large p, small n 

Global summaries are, perhaps, too global: do not help localization

Need for methods which are sensitive to small signal differences 

Multi-resolution analysis of shapes and connectivity networks 

Wavelets? 
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Wavelet Transform
 
Unlike Fourier bases, Wavelets localized in time and frequency 
Mother wavelet ψ: function of dilation s and translation a 

ψs,a(x) = 
1 
s 
ψ 

_ 
x − a 
s 

_ 
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Wavelet Transform
 

Fourier 

f̂ (ω) =
 

f (x)e −jωx dx 

Wavelets 

Wf (s, a) = 
1 
s

 
f (x)ψ ∗ ( 

x − a 
s 

)dx 
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Wavelet Transform
 

Fourier 

f̂ (ω) = f (x)e −jωx dx _ __ _ 
(f ,basis) 

Wavelets 

Wf (s, a) = 
1 
s 

f (x)ψ ∗ ( 
x − a 
s 

)dx _ __ _ 
(f ,basis) 
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Star shaped graph Adjacency Degree Laplacian

Wavelet Transform on Graphs 
Key Idea 

Native domain: G = {V , E , ω} 

First step: define analogue of Fourier transform on graphs (Maggioni, 
2006), (Hammond 2012) 

Construct orthonormal bases defined on structure of G 

Construction of filters in the frequency domain to get band pass effect 
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Wavelet Transform on Graphs
 

Fourier 
f̂ (ω) = (f , e jωx ) = f (x)e −jωx dx 

Graph Fourier 

f̂ (l) = (f , χl ) = 
NN 

n=1 

f (n)χ ∗ 
l (n) 

For graph Fourier transform, the orthonormal bases come from spectral 
graph theory: from a self-adjoint operator (the graph Laplacian) 

Example of wavelets on graphs (mesh surface) 

Mesh surface 
(sphere) 

Mexican hat 
wavelet at scale 1 

Mexican hat 
wavelet at scale 2 

Mexican hat 
wavelet at scale 3 
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Multi-scale Descriptor for Brain Connectivity
 

Derive multi-scale descripter on L(G ) and transform back to G
 

 

Wavelet Connectivity Signature (WaCS) 

WaCSf (e) = {Wf (s, e)|s ∈ S} (1)

Figure: An example of multi-resolution on graph edges at various resolutions. 
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Analysis of amyloid burden influence on brain connectivity

Wisconsin Registry for Alzheimer’s Prevention (WRAP) Dataset: 
Imaging Modalities 

N = 140, FH+/FH-: 97/43, APOE + /APOE − : 54/86 
1. DTI brain connectivity 
2. [C-11] PIB-PET: beta-amyloid burden 

 

Figure: Left: DTI, Right: PIB-PET. 
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Analysis of amyloid burden influence on brain connectivity
 

Statistical analysis - linear regression model
 

Goal: Relationship of brain connectivity (WaCS) to beta-amyloid 
burden (PIB-DVR), control age/gender 

Explanatory variables: 16 PIB-DVRs 

Response variables: 5 scales of WaCS, edge by edge 
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Deriving new hypotheses
 

# PIB Region DTI Region #1 DTI Region # 2 p-values 

25 Frontal Mid Orb L ctx rh S orbital med-olfact ctx lh G rectus * 0.015574 
25 Frontal Mid Orb L ctx rh G front sup ctx lh G and S cingul-Mid-Post * 0.02017 
35 Cingulum Post L ctx lh Pole temporal ctx lh G and S occipital inf ** 0.00109 
36 Cingulum Post R ctx lh G temp sup-Plan tempo ctx lh G temp sup-G T transv * 0.024047 
63 SupraMarginal L ctx lh Pole temporal ctx lh G occipital sup * 0.032942 
63 SupraMarginal L ctx lh G temp sup-Plan tempo ctx lh G temp sup-G T transv * 0.034858 
64 SupraMarginal R ctx lh G temp sup-Plan tempo ctx lh G temp sup-G T transv ** 0.002461 
64 SupraMarginal R ctx lh Pole temporal ctx lh G occipital sup ** 0.003676 
64 SupraMarginal R ctx lh G pariet inf-Angular ctx lh G occipital sup * 0.012759 
65 Angular L ctx lh Pole temporal ctx lh G and S occipital inf * 0.045689 
67 Precuneus L ctx lh Pole temporal ctx lh G and S occipital inf * 0.025687 
68 Precuneus R ctx lh Pole temporal ctx lh G and S occipital inf * 0.02677 
81 Temporal Sup L ctx lh G temp sup-Plan tempo ctx lh G temp sup-G T transv ** 0.000521 
81 Temporal Sup L ctx lh Pole temporal ctx lh G and S occipital inf ** 0.008431 
81 Temporal Sup L ctx rh S orbital med-olfact ctx lh G rectus * 0.028911 
81 Temporal Sup L ctx lh Pole temporal Left-Putamen * 0.039243 
81 Temporal Sup L ctx lh Pole temporal ctx lh G occipital sup * 0.044597 
82 Temporal Sup R ctx lh G temp sup-Plan tempo ctx lh G temp sup-G T transv ** 1.9E-05 
82 Temporal Sup R ctx lh G pariet inf-Angular ctx lh G occipital sup ** 0.007581 
82 Temporal Sup R ctx lh Pole temporal ctx lh G occipital sup * 0.010155 
85 Temporal Mid L ctx lh G temp sup-Plan tempo ctx lh G temp sup-G T transv ** 0.002676 
85 Temporal Mid L ctx lh Pole temporal Left-Putamen ** 0.004847 
85 Temporal Mid L ctx lh Pole temporal ctx lh G and S occipital inf * 0.014091 
85 Temporal Mid L ctx lh Pole temporal ctx lh G occipital sup * 0.017092 
86 Temporal Mid R ctx lh G temp sup-Plan tempo ctx lh G temp sup-G T transv ** 0.003474 
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Figure: Visualization of identified brain connections dependent on a PIB region.
Top: visualization of actual neuron tracks identified connections, Bottom: lines
representing the identified connections. Left: top view, Middle: right
view, Right: left view.

Specific connections associated with specific gray matter 
PIB regions: population level 
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Start with the excellent papers by Maggioni and those by Hammond

You may also look at some of our recent ones: Kim et al., NIPS
2012; Kim et al., NeuroImage 2014; Kim et al., NeuroImage 2015
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Conclusions
 

Not many prior studies have shown close associations between 
amyloid deposition and structural brain changes in preclinical AD 
(made possible via a multi-resolutional statistical network analysis). 

In almost all the regions implicated as important in AD, the multiple 
resolutions tend to improve the distribution of the p-values. 

We are also able to significantly enhance detection of amyloid effects
on brain connectivity. 
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Subject specific associations in connectivity versus PIB 
regions? 
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